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Market Outlook

Stocks rebounded last Friday after strong earnings results from Apple and
a stronger than expected nonfarm payroll jobs report, both of which helped
trim losses earlier in the week. Turning to the current week, investors are
focused mainly on 3 things: the debt ceiling, the April CPI report and
regional banks.

 5 Key Market Topics to Know This Week:

1. Inflation Moderates Slightly in April – Stocks climbed, and Treasury
yields fell Wednesday morning after the release of the April CPI inflation
report. The consumer price index rose by 4.9% from a year earlier, the
first sub-5% reading in two years. Excluding food and energy, the core
consumer price index also cooled slightly. While any progress is
welcomed, Fed officials still believe inflation is too high. They don’t think
inflation will return to the 2% target for a few years.

 

2. Implications of Strong Jobs Report - Nonfarm payrolls increased
253,000 in April, beating the consensus estimate of 185,000 which sent
the unemployment rate down to 3.4%, tying the lowest level since the early
1950s. From the financial markets’ standpoint, the labor market’s
surprising strength is clearly a double-edged sword. On one hand its
helping consumption and therefore the overall economy, but on the other
hand it contributes to the higher-for-longer inflation narrative that has been
plaguing both stocks and bonds since January of 2022.

3. S&P 2023 Performance – The S&P 500 is quietly up 8% year-to-date

through Friday’s close (May 5th) but almost all of that gain is being driven
by the benchmark’s 10 largest stocks. 7.6% of the 8% comes from these
10 stocks while the other 493 stocks aren’t contributing at all. While any
gains are welcomed after a year like 2022, we’d still like to see broader
participation from more stocks (i.e. better market breadth). A sign of a
healthy bull market is broad upside participation from all members as well
as the small and mid cap indices. The Russell 2000 and Russell Mid cap
indices are flat year-to-date. Another sign we’d look to for a fresh bull
market is upside participation from the regional banks.

4. Still no Progress on Debt Ceiling – Not surprisingly, no deal was
made during a meeting between Biden and House Speaker McCarthy
yesterday on the debt ceiling. Yellen has repeatedly urged Congress to
raise the debt ceiling to avoid a US debt default and has maintained that
failing to do so could cost millions of jobs and damage the global
economy.

MARKET SUPPORT

The next level of resistance to watch for the S&P 500 on the upside is at
4,180.

The next levels of support to watch for the S&P 500 on the downside are at
around 4,100 and 3,800.

These are key technical levels we look for the market to either hold or
push through when look at the potential for future moves. Common support
levels can be the 50- and 200-day moving averages as well as other
technical levels such as previous market highs or lows.

WHAT WE ARE WATCHING

The following economic data is slated to be released during the week
ahead:

Monday:  --

Tuesday: --

Wednesday: CPI Inflation data (Apr.)

Thursday: Weekly initial jobless claims, PPI Inflation data (Apr.)

Friday: --
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